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GAME-ON (Art. 390)

ELECTRONIC DARTS SCORER

Ultra thin: thikness 4 cm; height 19.5 cm.; length 56 cm.•   
Flat membrane keyboard wich large buttons whith make
the scorer easy to use. Stylish printing and coloured 6cm
numbers gives the scorer a pleasant look. Partial legs
totalizer in 2.5 cm numbers.

•   

Each button has a lifetime of 5 millions punches.•   
In case of the loss of electricity no point total being held in
the memory file will be lost, no batteries are needed.

•   

Low energy consumption: max 6 VA 230 VAC ± 15%.•   
A sturdy plastic container completely insulated with no
need for a ground connection. The scorer comes complete
with cord and plug but can be easily opened for a direct
hook-up.

•   

Buttons function:

ON/OFF button. Turns on and off.•   
SOUND ON/OFF. Turns on and off sound.•   
CANCEL GAMES. Cancels the partial legs display•   
START 301, 501, 701. For immediate start to game.•   
START XXX. Any start can be used with this button. If zero
is chosen the scorer will automatically add scores.

•   

1 PLAYER. Allows 1 player only option.•   
MEMORY UP and MEMORY DOWN. Allows corrections of
scores and visual of scores entered previously.

•   

DARTS. See at any time the number of darts used.•   
AVERAGE. Gives average p.d. during the game and at the
end by showing first the whole number followed by the
decimals. i.e. 32 will show first and then 16. Will give exact
average even if the game ended on the 1st or 2nd dart.

•   

Options:

Infrared TELECONTROL (Picture). Range: 15m. An
innovative system allows more than one remote control to
be used in the same room without the need for setting any
code. Power supply: with a 9-Volt alkaline battery.
Lifespan: about 140.000 operations! Sturdy small
alluminum box: 14.5 x 5.5 x 2.2 cm. Membrane keyboard
which does not get ruined by dirt or liquids.

•   

REMOTE CONTROL (Picture). Allows for remote control of
the appliance by means of a separate keyboard attached
to a 7m cable. It  is useful when the scoreboard is
positioned high up or far away from the operator (e.g. on
walls with limited free space, thin columns; etc.).

•   

Item codes and prices (not including VAT)

Art.390 EUR 227.00
GAMEON darts scorer
Size: 56x19x4cm. - Weight: 1.3kg.

Art.390-T EUR 348.00
GAMEON with infrared remote control
Size: 56x19x4cm. - Weight: 1.54kg.

Art.390-C EUR 315.00
GAMEON with wired remote control by
7m long cable
Size: 56x19x4cm. - Weight: 2.4kg.
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